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Quite a distinguished “train lover” try’s his hand at driving under the
watchful eye of Luke…….what does he do for a living and why visit?
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The President’s – PRATTLE
The recent school holiday runs were well patronized by the grandkids and there minders. The
weather for the two Wednesday runs was great. Many thanks to those members that joined in and
made the runs such a pleasure to participate in.
On Wednesday the 19th after the school runs the A team removed the track from Stanbridge to
Fern tree in readiness for the installation of new T rail.
Saturday the 22nd a group led by Craig installed the new T rail section of track. Many thanks to the
A team and Craig’s crew for all their hard work and the very short period of time the track was out
of service.
The refurbishing of the Fern road section is now finished and we will be re installing the track in the
area. The contractors have laid a good lime stone and road base bed for us to place the track on
which will greatly improve our over-all track riding experience. The track has been re levelled and
re aligned taking out much of the short sharp accent near the lower Fern road gate
Over the past few weeks Dylan and some of the juniors have been cleaning out and tidying up the
carriage shed. Many thanks to you all and keep up the great work.
On Easter Saturday a group of members rolled up their sleeves and cleaned out one of the
containers to make room for our new mower and also cleaned out Jerry’s Work Shop. Thank you
all for the time you gave to the project.
Roger has taken delivery of a new ride on lawn mower that he promptly took for a spin and It has
made him a very happy chappie. The old mower has had the blades and parts removed and now
acts as a tractor come weed sprayer, fire fighter with the large tank and electric pump attached at
the rear.
The Easter Sunday Wilson Park run was busy and followed by a club night run organized by Craig
and Luke Prindiville. By all accounts it was well attended and everyone had a great time.
.
As always, we must encourage and congratulate our junior members on their great enthusiasm
and their dedication to the club and its members. Thanks boys and girls, keep up the great work.
Until next time please visit your club and its facilities. They are there for all of us to enjoy.
Mike Crean

From the TREASURER (his “ramblings”)
Club loco’s
Recently Dependable before the start of the 2nd school holiday run was found to be low on engine
oil. Everyone would be aware of the signs in the diesel shed that clearly states Check
OIL.WATER/COOLANT and FUEL before starting.This is clearly not happening. Some of our
loco’s due to there body work are not easy to top up with engine oil but they are all easy to check
the dip stick. If members need help to top up a club engine with oil then just ask. Not everyone
has the same practicable ability so we all need to look out for others in a way that helps to make
sure the right thing is happening and not just to find fault.

Another thing that happens is that engine covers are often taken off and just laid against the
bodywork or even dropped on the ground which results in scratched and chipped paintwork. It also
does not take much effort and very little time to clean greasy hand marks and other dirt from the
paint work. This also goes for the club steam engine Denis. A clean engine presented to the public
at the front of a train shows that we take pride and care in our railway and that also helps to convey
a standard of safety.If during the use of a club loco it should encounter a problem please ensure
an out of service ticket is put on the loco and if possible email myself rogerrcmr@hotmail.com or
send a text msg 0407381527.
Loco Hoses
In the past year there have been more than one occasion when a hose used to fill engines on the
corner of the steam shed has been left out There are several hoses hanging up in the steam shed
but the one that gets used the most hangs behind my engine. This particular hose has click on
connectors on each end plus a short extension with a joiner and is used for both my engine and
Denis P Moore and Phoenix to fill their boilers. I have no problem with members using this hose
but please do not remove any of the click on connectors but most importantly please hang it back
up behind my engine where it belongs. Recently it was for the second time just thrown down in the
breeze way. If this is too much to ask then please use one of the other hoses.
Security
Unfortunately, once again doors have not been properly secured in both the steam shed and
carriage shed. When closing doors make sure that bolts when pushed up are turned so as to
prevent them from dropping down. If you do not intend to securely fasten any door then do not
close it. The problem arises when a door is closed but not properly fastened or locked when the
last person leaves to lock up, if a door looks to be properly closed and fastened from a distance,
that person assumes all is ok. It’s all about looking out for each other and security is everyone’s
responsibility.
Wilson Station no 2 road
No2 road at Wilson station needs to be moved closer to the platform. This will prevent passengers
from kicking blue metal onto the platform as well as prevent the possibility of them from rolling there
ankles on the edge of the platform. It will also bring the carriages under more protection from both
rain and making the seats hot from the sun This is not a big job and there is track made up ready
to do this. I would like to get this done asap and should take no more than a mornings work and
about 4 to 6 members, so volunteers are asked to make themselves known to me….. please.
Luke Mills
I’m sure that everyone who attends our run days would be aware that Luke now has his steam
driving ticket. Luke is one of those guys who always has a smile on his face and his enthusiasm
for life and all things trains is both contagious and inspiring. When I was growing up I was taught
that people like Luke were handicapped. It’s how things were. The only handicap that Luke has is
how I did not realise just how little his disability held him back. There was at first on my part a
tendency to protect him from injury and perhaps help too much but his ability to learn quickly and
just get on with it with perhaps the occasional fall was inspiring and just proved I was being a bit of
a worry wart. Of course, he can’t do everything but now I just let him get on with things and know
that if he needs help he will ask. Thanks Luke to opening my eyes a bit more to people with
disabilities and congratulations on obtaining your steam driving ticket.

From the SECRETARY
Parent Parcel (again!) We are now offering via surrender of an electronic “voucher”
5 x Multi-riders for $100. Our ticket box operator then instigates the surrender on the
i-phone or tablet. This is a once only offer for the participants of Parent Parcel which
is basically a book of vouchers from different establishments. Our offer suits
children’s birthdays. We do get good advertising by participating. A portion of the
proceeds from purchasing the “book” or App goes to the Children’s Hospital.
Luke Mills (gradually gaining film star fame) has been nominated to take part in the
Queen’s Baton Relay for the 2018 Commonwealth Games. As a wheel-chair would
have to be used, one of our very fit lady members has offered to push him along at
a reasonable pace if he is selected.
The AALS Annual Convention was recently held at Lake Macquarie NSW. This is a
delightful setting and I am sure that all attendees had a great time. The weather
provided was excellent. The number of Gov’t “grants” they have had is surprising!
Updating of the AALS “standards and inter-operability” that enables builders and
operators to better understand features to be considered were almost unanimously
passed. A twist test has now been included that will go a long way to reduce
complaints at Conventions that the track is not up to standard and causing
derailments. The 2018 Convention is to be held here in Western Australia.
Our passenger numbers for the year to-date are catching up to last year’s tally which
is reasonable keeping in mind that the run-day for RETINA has changed to be later
this year.
WE have never had a road crossing accident but then there is always somebody
wanting to do something as a “first” like straddling and getting stuck…..you win Ken!

The VISITOR…..our cover photo.
Shen Jiajun (Ross) is the Vice President of International Marketing for China Rail Rollingstock Construction Corporation (CRRC). They had sales of US$8.1Billion last year and orders
to fill totaling US$31Billion. He is Chairman for the Group covering some 25major workshops in China and CRRC now has two work-shops in the USA in Boston and Springfield plus
a few others in other countries. His degree was in Foundry Technology but China Rail put
him to work for 2yrs overhauling and assembling new locomotives before going into design
and later marketing. His first claim to fame was to sell the first container wagons to be
exported from China to a first world country (Australia) nearly 20yrs ago and he hasn’t
stopped. With his wife Phillipa, they are staying in Kardinya visiting their daughter, a vet
student at Murdoch. Whilst here Ross is looking for a game of table tennis with some
“veterans” (and they had better be good!) and Phillipa is eye-balling a few houses for
possible retirement in a couple of years from now. Ross is complaining that too much fresh
air has given him a cough! How-ever, this personable character would like one day to down-

size from the big-stuff and Castledare has taken his eye. We are allowed to explain that his
English name Ross comes from Norse which means horse which relates to Jiajun, his given
name, and his wife adopted Phillipa which is in English, a girl who loves horses!
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AALS CONVENTION Easter 2017 Lake Macquarie

It was “steamy” and the “pick” of the Black Fives was the finished ex Cliff Pole locomotive.

A view of the beautiful setting courtesy of Robert Griffiths (Cobdem) and John Monte
from SASME takes his S.A.R. 350 Class for a run. Note that Robert is thinking of bringing a
group over to CMR again in 2019.
Cliff Pole
Cliff was a member for many years and built the 5” battery loco 42-2 Class that Eddie
Smith (our some-time ticket lady) now owns is shown below. He was also building
the Black 5 that was mentioned in the last C & S and shown above at Lake
Macquarie. Cliff was an active member even when he moved to Mandurah, travelling
up mostly to be a guard, but with his electrical engineering back ground, was involved

in the electrical work in the Canning Box and Gerry’s Work-shop . It was good to see
him once again at the railway last run day and we were able to give him a ride and
show him everything that has been done in the past 5 years or since he was last
here. If anyone would like to contact or see Cliff he is now living in a retirement home.
Cliff Pole, c/- Juniper Pilgrim, 32 Preston Point Road, East Fremantle, 6158

TOM’S COMPLAINT
After reading the piece in the last issue of C&S about braking mal-function of the R/RA Class
locomotives, he has raised the point that when he drove them on vacuum braked trains they
gave problems to obtain a release. This was just one of many brake problems that circulated
within Australia at that time. The R/RA had a brake valve that had to he set straight to run
released for air braked trains yet for vacuum fitted trains could be gradually used to reduce
the braking effort. The R/RA brake system was a bit of a “dog’s breakfast”. I can say here
and Roger will agree that “engineers are often their own worst enemy”. There are stories to
be told like the WAGR reversing the brake handle movement on their P Class to that being
used on other locomotives in Australia that gave particular concerns with “through” running
of the Indian Pacific and freight trains and then from Tasmania converting from vacuum to
air brake “the air is different down here”. We had to make a temporary modification to the
L Class with a mush-room headed push valve above the driver’s head on the cab side-wall.
This was to give a “kick” of main res air into the brake pipe to help obtain positive release
on the early longish interstate freight trains still with small bore brake pipes, old piston
control valves and thus no accelerated release. The idea of placing this “kick-off” valve above
the driver’s head was to make it uncomfortable to hold open too long and thus avoid overcharge of the brake system! There are more stories about Victorians that caused many
problems……but that is for another day.

Thanks to AUSCISION and their support.

We would like to thank the support from the below
Local Businesses:

204 Collier Road,
Bayswater WA 6053

S.O.S Steinmeier Oxy
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92a Beechboro Rd S, Bayswater, WA, 6053
Possibly the Most Awesome Hose
and Fittings Shop in the Entire
World!
U8/2 Carson Road, Malaga WA 6090
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Australia 6155

Carlisle WA 6101

